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PRESS RELEASE 
FEBRUARY 22 – EUROPEAN DAY FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME 

 
In 1991, based on the proposal of representatives from Sweden, organization Victim Support Europe 
declared February 22nd – European Day for Victims of Crime in order to make the consequences and 
effects of victimisation visible to general public  and to encourage the society to more effectively and fully 
protect victims’ rights. Ever since then, this day has been marked by various events throughout Europe. 
The Victimology Society of Serbia-VDS started marking this day in 2005. 
 
This year, on the occasion of celebrating the European Day for Victims of Crime, Victimology Society of 
Serbia intends to draw attention to the consequences of victimization suffered by victims of various 
forms of crime, as well to one of the most basic victims’ rights – the right to compensation. Effects of 
victimization manifest in many different ways. Victims suffer material loss, physical injury, health related 
problems, mental problems and various socio-economic hardships. In order to reduce the consequences 
of crime on the victims, we implore the State to take action in establishing the State fund for 
compensating the victims of violence. 
 
Trough the media, on a daily basis, we are  informed about the effects that victims of crime are left with. 
The case of Marina Minić (31) barely leaves anyone indifferent. Marina was hurt on February the 28th 
2018 Her ex partner shot her with a gun, and afterwards committed a suicide. One of the bullets entered 
the spinal canal and damaged Marina’s spine to the extent of making her wheelchair bound. Doctors at 
the clinic on Thailand preform a promising surgery that would make Marina walk again. 
 
This year, Victimology society of Serbia has decided to mark the European Day for Victims of Crime 
with joining humanitarian action of the the “Be humane“ foundation for raising funds to help Marina have 
the surgery. In this way we hope to reduce the consequences of victimization that Marina has suffered, 
but also to invite state institutions to invest even more effort in the prevention of domestic violence and 
respect of rights and needs of victims in general, especially the right to be  compensated for their loss. 
 
 
Help Marina walk again! 
 
By sending SMS: Type 758 and send SMS to 3030  
By sending SMS from Switzerland: Type human758 and send SMS to 455  
By payment to RSD bank account: 160-6000000006112-46  
By payment to bank account: 00-540-0004317.9  
IBAN: RS35160005400004317955  
SWIFT/BIC: DBDBRSBG  
By payment over your credit card following link: E-donate  
By payment from your PayPal account following link: PayPal  
 
For more information on the way you can help out, check the link below: 
https://www.budihuman.rs/sr/korisnik/758/marina-minic 
 
Victimology society of Serbia (VDS) is a not-for-profit, non-governmental organization, founded in 1997 
with the aim to unite as many academics and professionals as possible who are interested in the 
development of victimology and protection of victims of crime, human rights violations and war, 
regardless of their gender, religion, ethnicity and other features. Since its establishment in 2003, VDS 
info and victim support service has had more than 6,500 contacts with victims (women and men) of 
various forms of crime: domestic violence, mobbing, stalking, property crimes, threats and various types 
of human rights violations. 
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